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Enquiry #4 “Chance Encounters” and Spring Summer 23 Release 

 

 

Goldwin 0 have announced their release date for their upcoming Spring/Summer 2023 

Collection - launching on the 24th of March 2023. 

 

This second collection will continue to push forward with the innovative techniques introduced in 

their Fall/Winter 2022 offering, with the return of Spiber’s Brewed Protein™ fibers, Pertex and 

3D WHOLEGARMENT technology. The message of circularity is present in the collection, as 

the Goldwin 0 team continue to strive towards a symbiotic relationship with the natural 

environment. 

 

Standout new additions to the collection are the Back-Pack Vest, made of conjugated fiber, with 

utilitarian panelling and a back pocket which opens up and allows the wearer to store essentials 

at the small of their back. New Pertex Shieldair caps compliment any outfit perfectly, designed 

for ultimate wearability and comfort during runs, cycles or long hikes. Paper optical knit t-shirts 

and shorts, that are super light, dexterous and quick-drying. Spiber’s Brewed Protein™ fibers 

have been used to create denim jackets and jeans, with angular panels and cargo pockets to 

hold essential items. These two pieces encapsulate Goldwin 0’s mission statement, as Brewed 

Protein fibers are made from plant-derived sugars as primary raw ingredients and manufactured 

using Spiber’s proprietary fermentation process. Brewed Protein™ fibers have enormous 

potential to expand the range of circular materials, as they can be broken down at the end-of-

use phase into nutrients and used as feedstock for fermentation and production of new Brewed 

Protein™ materials and other products. This is the first time that denim garments have been 

developed using these novel fibers, an achievement that represents an important step forward 

in building a sustainable future. The denim jacket and jeans will launch with the Spring/Summer 

‘23 collection and will be exclusively available at Goldwin retail and online stores from March 24. 

 

The new visual-audio campaign, Enquiry #4 “Chance Encounters” offers a beautiful 

introspective of the relationship between the human eye and nature. Viewed through the lens of 

foraging, in mountainous forests in Japan - the film perfectly captures the inspirational elements 

behind the design of the collection.  

 

The official teaser for Enquiry #4 “Chance Encounters” will be released soon, via the Goldwin 0 

website and social media platforms. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Goldwin 0 Website 

https://www.goldwin-global.com/0/ 

  
Goldwin 0 Instagram 

https://www.instagram.com/goldwin_0/ 

  

  

  
 

 

Goldwin 0 Sping - Summer 2023 Collection Stockist 
 

Offline 
Goldwin Harajuku (Japan) 

Goldwin Marunouchi (Japan) 
Goldwin San Francisco (US) 
Goldwin Munich (German) 

BROWNS (UK) 
HAVN (Australia) 
HAVEN (Canada) 

JOYCE (China / Hongkong) 

  
Online 

Goldwin online store 
SSENSE.com 

 

https://www.goldwin-global.com/0/
https://www.instagram.com/goldwin_0/

